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West's Org
U-TURNS •  SESSION ONE: FREE TO CHOOSE YOUR DIRECTION •

DEUTERONOMY 30:15-20 •  NO DATE

MAIN POINT
If you want to make a u-turn in your life, you’re going to have to make a choice.

INTRODUCTION
As your group time begins, use this section to introduce the topic of discussion.

Describe a driving situation where you might make a u-turn.

Are you a person who likes to follow the designated path or choose your own way?
How does that tendency show up in your relationship with God?

How can the concept of a u-turn apply to someone’s choices in life?

As followers of Christ, we need u-turns in our lives to recover from wrong choices we’ve made in
the past. Typically, wrong choices are rooted in sin. It could be our sin or someone else’s sin
against us, but blame is not my point. Sin, and its consequences, has a way of misguiding and
misleading down the wrong path where we become stuck and wander aimlessly lost in the
flashing lights, loud music, and chattering crowds.

Making a right turn here or a left turn there ultimately keeps you on the strip of sin. We need to
do more than make a turn at the light. We need to do an about-face, otherwise known as a u-turn.
Some people call this a complete 180. We need to choose to reverse our direction in order to exit
the environment of sin, and its consequences, altogether, to pursue the pathway of peace and
productivity God has chosen for us.

UNDERSTANDING
Unpack the biblical text to discover what the Scripture says or means about a particular topic.

WATCH SESSION ONE: FREE TO CHOOSE YOUR DIRECTION.

ASK A VOLUNTEER TO READ DEUTERONOMY 30:15-20.
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What choice did Moses set before the Israelites as they prepared to enter the
promised land? What’s the fork in the road here? Where does each path lead?

What is the connection between this choice and the renewal of hearts in verses 6-8?

In verse 19, Moses implored the people to “choose life,” that is, to choose for themselves the path
of life and blessing instead of the path of selfishness that leads to death. God has given us a
choice. Each of us has been given the ability to choose life or death, in everything we think, do, or
say. Each moment is an opportunity to move forward into favor or backward into consequences
and adversity. God doesn’t make these choices for us. We have been blessed with free will to
choose the course of our lives. The life we live today exists as the compounded result of myriad
choices we’ve freely made along the way.

List some emotional obstacles that keep us from pursuing a path of life and
prosperity (an example might be shame or regret).

How do these obstacles keep us stuck in a cycle of wrong choices?

What are the benefits of choosing what the Scriptures call the path of life rather than
the path of death?

Choices matter. They matter in life. They matter at work. They matter in sports. For example, in a
football game, the players don’t get to play on the sidelines or in the stands. These boundaries
have been established by the NFL as sovereign marks indicating whether or not a player would
be in or out of bounds. For better or worse, football teams get to choose the plays they run. But
they don’t get to choose the boundaries and rules within which those plays are to be run.

God has given each of us free will to make choices. But our choices produce results. Just as a
football team’s play would be blown dead by the whistle once the players stepped “out of
bounds,” our choices produce deadly results when we veer outside of God’s sovereign guidelines.
Now, those deathly results may not show up literally in something or someone dying. But they do
show up regardless, whether it’s a death in a relationship, dream, forward movement, or God’s
favor.

How have you seen this principle play out in your own life? What has happened when
you stepped “out of bounds”?

In the video Dr. Evans said, “When God created man, He created him with a will and the capacity
to choose. God will not make the choice for you. What God will do is tell you the options on the
table—you control the choice. But what you don’t control are the consequences.”
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Why is it important to understand that choices have consequences we cannot control?
How would your decision-making process change if you were more aware of this
truth?

Share an example of when you experienced unexpected consequences of a bad
choice.

What would you say keeps believers from choosing to obey God on an ongoing basis?

Dr. Evans described life as the ability to have God at work in you. Since God is life and Jesus
came that we might have life and have it more abundantly (John 10:10), choosing to obey God
naturally brings life and favor. God has established a process of choosing life through a
covenantal agreement. This divinely ordained relational agreement gives you and I the freedom
to make choices that will usher in God’s presence, power, and provision in our lives as we follow
the path of life outlined in the Scriptures. When we step off the path, God has a u-turn waiting for
us.

APPLICATION
Help your group identify how the truths from the Scripture passage apply directly to their lives.

What excuses have you heard people use to avoid taking responsibility for their
personal choices? Which of these excuses have you used?

What fork-in-the-road choices of obedience or disobedience are you facing right
now? How does it help to know that God wants to bless you as you obey?

How can our group support one another by making the choice of the right path a
group effort rather than an individual pursuit?

What will you do this week to remember the path of life God has placed before you?

PRAYER
Lord, open our hearts and minds during this series on u-turns so that we may fully grasp the
importance of our momentary, ongoing choices and how they affect not only us, but those
around us. Help us to learn from each other, share openly from the heart, and stay committed to
the study and application of Your Word throughout our time together. In Jesus’ name, amen.

COMMENTARY
DEUTERONOMY 30:15-20
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30:15-16. That word, again, was the one being offered to the Moab assembly, a command to be
acted upon here and now (vv. 15–16). The options are most clear. Acceptance and obedience
would bring life and prosperity (lit., “good”), but rejection and/or disobedience would result in
death and destruction (lit., “bad” or “harm”). In this succinct manner Moses challenged the
nation to both the blessings inherent in undertaking the privileges and responsibilities of the
covenant relationship and the curses that must inevitably follow should that gracious offer be
rejected. The challenge presented here is precisely the same as that given to the first generation
of Israelites at Sinai (Exod 19:5–8) and is typical of the choices offered to those whom the Lord
would call to salvation and service (cf. Josh 24:14–18; 1 Sam 12:19–25; 1 Kgs 18:21, 39; Matt
16:24; Mark 8:34; Luke 18:22).

The linkage between this passage and the Shema and its context, already noted earlier (v. 14), is
confirmed by the appeal to “love the Lord your God,” a command that lies at the very center of
the covenant relationship (Deut 6:5; cf. 5:10; 7:9; 10:12; 11:1, 13, 22; 13:3; 19:9; 30:6, 20; Josh
22:5; 23:11). What this means, as always, is to “walk in his ways and to keep his commands,
decrees, and laws” (v. 16), that is, the covenant in all of its particulars (for the same three terms,
cf. 6:1; 7:11; 8:11; 11:1). The result of such fastidious compliance with the divine mandate would
be life and increase in the land of promise, circumstances that together are described as the
blessing of the Lord. This is suggested in v. 15, where “life and prosperity,” by way of metonymy,
represent blessing in its most significant forms—quantity and quality of life (cf. 4:1; 5:33; 8:1;
16:20; 30:6, 19–20).

30:17-18. The opposite choice, that of turning away from and disobeying the covenant
stipulations—especially those, again, that lie at the core of covenant faith, namely, recognition
and worship of the Lord alone (v. 17b)—would bring destruction most sure and certain (v. 18a).
This is in sharp contrast to the blessing of prosperity or increase. Even worse, the nation shortly
would be evicted from the land given as its possession (v. 18b), a curse that reverses the
blessing of long life there (vv. 15–16).

30:19-20. Once more Moses announced that there and then he was offering the covenant to
Israel, doing so as the agent of the Lord and in his name (vv. 19–20). This time, however, the
offer was couched in the formal terms of a legal setting in which witnesses were invoked to bear
testimony in the future to the response of Israel to the Lord’s gracious overtures. In similar
ancient Near Eastern legal transactions the witnesses usually were the gods of the respective
litigants, but the monotheism of Israel’s faith dictated that such appeal be to creation, to heaven
and earth, for only it would endure into future ages. Such appeal to creation is attested
elsewhere in the Old Testament when the Lord enters into some kind of formal legal encounter
with his people (cf. Deut 4:26; 31:28; 32:1; Isa 1:2; Mic 1:2).
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Witnesses were always a part of the ceremony of covenant enactment (cf. Gen 31:44–49; Deut
31:19; Josh 24:27). But it was particularly important that they be present to hear the oaths of
those who pledged themselves to covenant commitment, for in articulating such pledges they
invoked upon themselves the blessings and curses that attended obedience and disobedience
respectively. Legally speaking, the superior party to the pact would have no grounds for
dispensing either reward or punishment if there were no witnesses to the oaths of fealty that
encompassed these results. Even the Lord, therefore, called his people to swear before witnesses
that they were inviting divine beneficence or displeasure upon themselves, depending on the
extent of their loyalty to him.

In light of the formal solemnity of covenant transaction, then, Moses set before Israel “life and
death,” that is, the blessings or curses that follow covenant obedience or disobedience.
Obedience brings life in all its fullness whereas disobedience causes the greatest curse of all,
death now and forever (v. 19). The appeal, therefore, was to choose life so that life might result.
Underlying this rather cryptic way of expressing the matter is the expanded idea of choosing to
obey God, for doing that brings the greatest of all blessings, life itself. One cannot choose life (or
even death), but he can choose a path that will lead to one or the other (cf. Matt 7:13).

To Moses, choosing life meant choosing to enter into the covenant with the Lord and to be true
to its principles. Such a choice also would enable Israel to love the Lord, to obey him (not “listen”
as in NIV), and to hold fast to him (v. 20a). It is striking that these are not prerequisites to
becoming God’s people but the results of having become such. This, of course, is in line with the
whole notion of Israel’s election by God to be his people long before he formalized the
relationship by covenant (cf. Exod 4:22–23; 6:2–9; 19:4–6). It is clear, however, that had Israel
refused to accept the Lord’s offer of covenant, all blessings of such a privileged status would
never have come to pass. Even here at Moab the second generation, like the first, had to heed the
divine invitation to servanthood if it was to enter into the intimacies as well as burdens of that
relationship.

The nub of the matter is at the end of the passage—“the Lord is your life” (v. 20), in terms both of
mere existence and of longevity in the land. He is the life of his people because he has created
and redeemed them, but he is also their life insofar as they capitulate to his sovereignty and live
out their lives in compliance with his gracious covenant mandates.


